Philippe hi,

Was the wine we bought Domaine de cassan 2004 – cuvee saint christophe? I managed to buy Harvest Ranch’s last 7 bottles. If you have anything comparable let me know.

I am also looking for intelligent models to sell our t-shirts and get sponsors/advertisers.

In Marie’s words, “They have to be able to go on the just3ants.com website and understand that we are taking on corruption at every level. Most people that do understand what we are talking about will try to use it to their advantage versus trying to have a worldly view, period. Send them to just3ants.com and see if they come back.”

This is really so easy so long as you have courage to tell all the fuckheads God/G-d has been so smart to place in your midst to go fuck off.

Just3ants.com is not like organizations like Green Peace where it is just green in your pocket.

Please email Marie directly at mdgart@sellnext.com if you agree with me that she should lead the charge.

Right now the sun is setting and it is beautiful and I am also alone with my most beautiful f-c wife who just took a deep breath and you would know from reading what I recently wrote that my very brilliant French-Canadian partner/wife gets it even if I weren’t around to breath.
Marie, “Baby, you are missing the sunset. Tomorrow I want the windows clean. 4\textsuperscript{th} of July. Will you do it? Otherwise I will have to write another full of it email. As I recall you said you would this last Sunday, humm.”

Our space is very unique especially when MDG and I are alone, knowing time is not kind to those who lie, steal and cheat but for the rest this is the most awesome time so long as they really not only practice what they preach but don’t wait for their bodies to ache before watching their intake.

Happy 4\textsuperscript{th} and prepare your email list by forwarding them this.

Gold last trading at US$934.80

Now check out \texttt{Drudgereport.com}

What a joke!!

Drama piece, how can we distract from our corruption in Iraq, Afghanistan, Peru, China, Israel, South Africa etc etc?

As soon as you put Hitler’s face everything is less, isn’t it? The evil of evil.

And you would understand who is behind the evil of evil is what no one ever wants to dig through because as soon as you start digging you see that you are part of that evil; look at that Swastika building on our shores.

The fuckhead American Government chose very carefully this stooge to distract from their evil. They just saw gain from the weakness of the world and that was the bigger the gun and they went with the flow. They thought Hitler would rule. They thought who are these Jewish rebels, let’s just eliminate them. It was a wave of anti-questioning.

Most Americans have no fucking clue unless you are old Americans and have mixed feelings about the us being the good guys and the bad guys but in the end we were the good guys because we held on to the big guns that we used to fuck everyone and why the biggest fuckheads are here in America along with the best of the best foreigners who come here only for money. These foreigners are very quiet, and these South Africans are the ickiest of them all because it is still going on in their country. Isn’t it? How can you speak out in South Africa? Ask Tefo.

Questioning kills you!

But we do profess democracy in a very limited way, as long as you don’t question.
Marie says, “They moved the shadow. It is totally fake. The shadow should have been elongated with the light. It is put on, drama.”

Next photo.

The same thing, “Eich Bin Ein Berliner”.

**He’s smiling. She’s smiling.** We are all happy, democracy. He looks like the joker... and she is the next in line.

**This is all a farce. What is he doing in the background other than being a joker? Who the fuck is he? Who is John F. Kennedy really?? Does he sing?**


I don’t know her, do you?
How distorted a picture is America trying to sell to their own people?

Around the world it doesn’t fly anymore and less and less because the Internet is the way most enlightened young people are seeking their information-truth-enlightenment.

These are so distorted pictures that is what is so great; so media-money-man-sick-pull-elated people, it is so obvious.

We are laughing at you YOU SHHUPID PEOPLE, keeping on with the game, as long as you want to be stupid.

What is your skin in the game?

[Word count 784]
P.S. WHEN ARE YOU GOING TO POST SOME GOOD NEWS....AHAAHAHAHA :-)
THANK’S FOR ALL THE HARD WORK AND SEARCH INQUIRERS !